
The -ture Word Ending
Rewrite these sentences using the correct spelling of the word from the choices given.

1. The  _________________________ in Spain is much hotter than in England.

2. A  _________________________ of me is hanging on the wall.

3. I made a  _________________________ out of clay.

4. The weird _________________________ I saw had five eyes and big teeth.

5. We buy new  _________________________ every couple of years.

6. “Let’s go on an _________________________ !” shouted Jake.

7. I like to lick the cake _________________________ off the spoon when we bake.

8. I enjoy walking at the _________________________ reserve.

Word Bank

creature furniture picture nature

sculpture mixture temperature adventure
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The -ture Word Ending
Rewrite these sentences using the correct spelling of the word from the choices given.

1. The unusual creacher/creature had six green ears. 

 

2. Grandma polishes her furnitcher/furniture every day. 

 

3. The teacher/teature stayed behind to mark the books. 

 

4. I painted a picher/picture of my family. 

 

5. I love to visit the nacher/nature reserve. 

 

6. “Let’s go on an advencher/adventure!” shouted Lee. 

 

7. Jake was the best catcher/cature the team had ever had. 

 

8. The temperacher/temperature in this room is 24˚C. 

 

9. The king was richer/ricture than all of his subjects. 

 

10. They carried the wrestler out on a stretcher/streture. 
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The -ture Word Ending
Look at the words in the bank below. Add the correctly spelled words into the sentences, 
crossing them out as you use them. When you have finished, explained why the words in the 
box have not been used.

1. The  _________________________ in Spain is much hotter than in England.

2. A  _________________________ of me is hanging on the wall.

3. The wrestler was carried out on a _________________________.

4. I made a  _________________________ out of clay.

5. The weird _________________________ I saw had five eyes and big teeth.

6. Our new _________________________ is called Mr Heaton.

7. We buy new  _________________________ every couple of years.

8. “Let’s go on an _________________________ !” shouted Jake.

9. I like to lick the cake _________________________ off the spoon when we bake.

10. I want to earn money so I can become _________________________.

Word Bank

furniture sculpcher creature furnicher

mixture richer teacher adventure

temperacher advencher picher picture

sculpture mixcher creacher streture

teature stretcher riture temperature
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The -ture Word Ending Answers
1. The temperature in Spain is much hotter than in England.
2. A picture of me is hanging on the wall.
3. I made a sculpture out of clay.
4. The weird creature I saw had five eyes and big teeth.
5. We buy new furniture every couple of years.
6. “Let’s go on an adventure!” shouted Jake.
7. I like to lick the cake mixture off the spoon when we bake.
8. I enjoy walking at the nature reserve.

1. The unusual creature had six green ears. 
2. Grandma polishes her furniture every day.
3. The teacher stayed behind to mark the books.
4. I painted a picture of my family.
5. I love to visit the nature reserve.
6. Jake was the best catcher the team had ever had.
7. “Let’s go on an adventure!” shouted Lee.
8. The temperature in this room is 24˚C.
9. The king was richer than all of his subjects.

10. They carried the wrestler out on a stretcher.

1. The temperature in Spain is much hotter than in England.
2. A picture of me is hanging on the wall.
3. The wrestler was carried out on a stretcher.
4. I made a sculpture out of clay.
5. The weird creature I saw had five eyes and big teeth.
6. Our new teacher is called Mr Heaton.
7. We buy new furniture every couple of years.
8. “Let’s go on an adventure!” shouted Jake.
9. I like to lick the cake mixture off the spoon when we bake.

10. I want to earn money so I can become richer.
Accept any explanation regarding the inaccurate spelling of the leftover words in the box. 
They do not fit the spelling rule and its exception.
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